The princess and Knight face each other and are 10 m apart.

The princess curtsies. The princess jumps up and does a forward flip and lands back down.

The Knight bows.

The Knight jumps up and shakes his sword and lands back down.

Princess moves forward 5 m.
Then Knight jumps over princess.
The Knight lands in princess original position.
Knight & princess turn to camera.

Princess curtseys.
Knight bows at same time.
Storyboard

p-curtsey  k-view      p-jumpflip  k-view      p-view  k-bow

p-view  k-jumps  
shakes sword

p-walk  Ya  switch positions

k-bow  p-curtsey

k-jump over

front view  front view
1. Princess + Knight face each other
2. They are 10 meters apart
3. Knight holding sword

Princess's perspective - sees
1. Princess curtsey then jump +
2. Do a forward flip - land in same spot
3. Jump up, shake his sword, turn
4. Land in same spot

Knight's perspective - sees
1. Knight jumps over
2. Walks to knight's spot
3. Land in same spot

Princess + Knight turn to face
1. Princess starts walking to knight
2. Halfway there, knight jumps over
3. Camera and bow/curtsy at

Princess and knight face each other

The end
Knight bows

Princess curtsies

Move cam to knight
Princess curtsies
Princess will flip, return to same

Move cam to Princess

Knight bows

Knight jumps / shakes sword

To orig. camera

Princess walk 1/2 dirt to knight

K/IP turn to face camera

Knight bows / IP curtsy

Knight jumps to IP start line
Place characters 10m apart

Sword vehicle to knight hand

Drop dummy camera in to save view

Goto: knight POV

Princess jump up, flip, land

Goto: Princess POV

Knights: bow, jump, shake sword, land

Goto: Original Position (Dummycar)

Princess moves 5m into knight

Prine Forward 5m

Both turn to camera

Princess moves 5m into knight

Princess curtsys, knight bows

Knight jump to Princess original other position
10m apart facing dummy@ original

switch to knight's pov

princess curtsys

princess jumps, flips, returns

switch to princess pov

knight bow

Crunch?
Storyboard

1. Knight up and shake sword
2. Return
couch?
3. Camera back to original position
4. Running in for a kiss?
5. Knight jumps over prince
6. Turn to face camera
7. Bow/courtesy
Knight w/ Sword
Princess
princess curtsies
jumps princess flips
lands in same spot

Switch to princess viewpoint
Prince bows
Prince jumps up
Prince grabs sword
Camera returns to original position.

Princess moves forward.

Knight jumps over.

Knight and prince have exchanged positions.

Princess curtsies.

Knight bows.

Knight and princess turn to face camera.